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FIRE AFTERMATH: 
Loved ones and family 
members of fire victims 




wreaks havoc on city 
II was thai bad. 
Saturday's snowstorm caused 
headaches for many in Bowling 
Green and many all over the stale. 
After forecasters in the area 
predicted as many as eight inches 
of snow, Toledo Express Airport 
reported four inches of snow at 11 
p.m. Saturday night, after report- 
ing .4 inches of rain at 4 p.m. The 
snow caused the Wood County 
Sheriff's Department to declare 
both level one and level two snow 
emergencies Saturday, according 
to Angela Brown at the Sheriff's 
office. She said Sheriff John W. 
Kohl declared a level one snow 
emergency at 5:30, and upgraded 
to level two at 11 p.m. last night. 
Sergeant Babich, from the 
Walbridgc post of the Ohio State 
Highway Patrol, said the rapid- 
ness with which the snow fell is 
what caused his unit the most 
headaches. 
"The problem was that it fell 
very rapidly with a lot of wind," 
Babich said. "The reports that 
this post had to respond to were 
quite voluminous." 
Babich said that the forecast of 
the snowstorm helped so that 
many people knew that this was 
on its way. 
"The fact that it was so well 
publicized helped out a lot, as did 
the fact that it took place on a 
weekend," he said. "This way, we 
didn't have to deal with the going 
to and coming home from work 
crowds." 
Gas prices 
on the rise 
nationwide 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
CAMARILLO, Calif. — Gas 
prices rose 7 cents per gallon over 
the past two weeks pushing 
pump prices to near record levels, 
but the upward pressure on 
prices may be easing, an industry 
analyst said yesterday. 
The average weighted price for 
gas nationwide, including all 
grades and taxes, was approxi- 
mately $1.70 per gallon Friday, 
according to the Lundberg Survey 
of 8,000 stations nationwide. That 
price is within 7 cents of $1.77, the 
all-time high recorded by the sur- 
vey on May 18,2001. 
Gasoline cost about $ 1.63 a gal- 
lon on Feb. 7, the date of the last 
lundberg Survey, an increase of 
11 cents over the previous two- 
week survey. 
"The pace of gas prices has 
already slowed," Trilby Lundberg 
said. "The other indicators show a 
possible decrease in prices." 
Increased production in 
Venezuela, the approach of 
warmer weather and the reopen- 
ing of various U.S. refineries that 
had been idled for annual main- 
tenance should help slow or end 
the price spiral, Lundberg said. 
Crude oil prices are also up due 
to fears of a war with Iraq, but if 
the U.S. goes to war, or if the crisis 
is resolved, that oil bubble could 
burst. Prices rose 30 cents a gallon 
in 1990 after Iraq invaded Kuwait, 
and then dropped 30 cents in 
1991 following the Persian Gulf 
War. Lundberg said. 
The national weighted average 
price of gasoline, including taxes, 
at self-serve pumps Friday was 
about $ 1.67 per gallon for regular. 
Bowling Green State University 
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SARAH COX OVERSEAS I Tllllil) IN A SEMESTER-LONG SERIES 
SaraliCoifi IHpn 
EXCITED FANS: Soccer excitedly watch a game in Brazil. The game of soccer is widely regarded as the most popular sport worldwide. 
A Nation's Obsession 
By Sarah Cox 
OVERSEAS HEPORtER 
SALVADOR, Brazil — If Cuban 
baseball breeds fanatics, 
Brazilian soccer breeds orga- 
nized mayhem. After Carnival at 
the end of this month, most 
games of the North East Cup 
begin. This leads to Brazilian 
Cup, then to South America Cup 
and finally to the World Cup. 
I attended the first game of the 
six-month North Eafct Cup sea- 
son, and it was a summer after- 
noon with overcast skies. Players 
were practicing on the field. 
Blue, red and white jerseys of the 
team Bahia blended together 
across the stands, far outnum- 
bering the red and black of 
Vitoria, which represented one 
small, segregated group. Some, 
including myself, wore the yel- 
low jerseys of the Brazilian team. 
Brigades of armed guards with 
police dogs entered the stadium. 
Some formed a distinct line 
between the middleof the open- 
air stadium, dividing fans of the 
different teams and others sur- 
rounded the outer edge of the 
players' pits and field. Some 
went to the gates, others above 
the sections including extra 
where the U.S. swdents were sit- 
ting in and more still, guarding 
the corridors. I didn't know 
whether to feel safe or worried. 
The stands built for 50,000 
were still filling when die Bahia 
mascot, a larger-than-life player, 
ran out onto the field signaling 
die game was about to begin. 
The crowds came to life. People 
chanted "Bahia!" and in certain 
sections, several hundred peo- 
ple jumped in sync. Multiple 
soccer organizations had exclu- 
sive sections labeled by banners. 
Giant flags bearing team names 
waved furiously, fireworks 
sounded and drums pounded as 
the clouds drizzled. 
Anxious to get down to what 
111is game really is to Brazilians, I 
searched for someone who 
spoke English. I walked up to a 
man from our tour agency and 
asked him if he would mind 
helping me. Sergio Lima was a 
security agent for Tatuv Tourism, 
the people responsible for most 
of the tours we took in Salvador. 
Lima, nicknamed Bahia for 
his devoted love to his team 
from Salvador, agreed to help 
me speak with fans. We 
approached a man in a Bahia 
jersey with radio headphones in 
ears, listening to the broadcast 
as he watched die game. Lima 
explained who I was and asked if 
it was okay to ask a few ques- 
tions. 
"I've come to this stadium 
since I was a child," Jose Neto, 
the fan and area policeman said. 
"Bahia players wear their jersey 
with love." 
Neto had been to soccer 
games for as long as he could 
remember and still goes when- 
ever he does not have work. Our 
discussion was interrupted by a 
riot in the stands, which quickly 
ended with the guards escorting 
the man away from the stadium. 
I did not get a good look at what 
the man did, but he was doing a 
good deal of running around. I 
had already seen a fan throw a 
radio onto the field and the 
SOCCER,PAGE 2 
Snowstorm pounds 
much of midwest 
ByloedyMcCreary 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
CHARLESTON, W.Va. — 
Streams overflowed across West 
Virginia yesterday following a 
week of heavy rain and snow 
that swamped much of the 
northeast quarter of the country. 
High wind and fog caused havoc 
elsewhere, blowing skydivers off 
course, closing roads and inter- 
fering with efforts to clear the 
wreckage of a collapsed toy store 
roof. 
About     40     houses     in 
Charleston, W.Va.. were evacuat- 
ed early yesterday because of 
street flooding, said Mark 
Wolford, the city's emergency 
services director. 
"We're being tested on all sides 
because of- the weather that's 
going through," Wolford said. 
"It's just creating a more danger- 
ous situation as die emergency 
responders are trying to get to 
people." 
Minor flooding was reported 
riiroughout West Virginia and 
the National Weather Service 
warned of 50 mph wind at high- 
er elevations with up to four 
inches of snow possible in 
places. 
Six deaths were blamed on the 
weather Saturday. Two died as 
wind overturned mobile homes 
and toppled trees in eastern 
Kentucky. One man died in a 
West Virginia plane crash linked 
to wind, and three people died 
on slippery roads in Michigan. 
Ohio and Indiana. 
WEATHER, PAGE 2 
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SNOWED IN: A man checks out a car buried in a snowy ditch in 
rural Lorain County yesterday. 
FOUR-DAY FORECAST 
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Women now in attendance 
SOCCER. FROM PAGE 1 
guards paid little attention to 
that. Even having seen so many 
armed guards on the field and 
coincidentally questioning two 
security agents, these isolated 
incidents still happened. 
I made my way over to a 
female fan, Vannessa Christina, 
also sporting a Bahia jersey. Only 
three years ago, women did not 
attend games because they were 
not safe. 
"I come with my father every 
time Bahia plays," she said. 
Did she come even when 
most women tried to avoid the 
mayhem? "For me, nowadays it 
is common to see women," she 
said. "But, some years ago it was 
not. It's good to get out to the 
stadium anyways and support 
my family's team." 
The light rain throughout the 
game had caused a double rain- 
bow that connected both sides 
of the stadium, as though leav- 
ing two pots of gold for the team, 
Bahia. The game ended with 
Bahia winning 2-1. Our group 
waited for the stands to clear to 
make the safest exit. We left the 
game a little wet, but overall very 
satisfied at the chance to see 
some of the world's greatest soc- 
cer played safely right before our 
eyes. 
[Sarali Cox is spending this 
semester at sea, and reporting on 
her adventures and findings for 
The BG News.) 
Sanh Coi BG News 
GUARDING THE GAME: Brazilian guards do their duty at a soccer 
game earlier this month in Brazil. 
Missing monkey in middle 
of debate over University lab 
By Brian Melley 
1H( ASSOCIATED PRESS 
DAVIS. Calif. — When a mon- 
key slipped from its cage at a 
University of California medical 
research lab, handlers peered 
into sewers, poked behind cages 
and baited traps to try to catch it. 
A week and a half later, though, 
all they've found in their search is 
an angry town armed with new 
ammunition against a proposed 
biodefense research center that 
the university says would study 
the world's deadliest diseases for 
the effort to protect the country 
from biolerrorism. 
The monkey, a rhesus 
macaque, disappeared from the 
California National Primate 
Research (Center, which would 
supply animals to the proposed 
Biosafety Level 4 lab to study dis- 
eases with no known cure, such 
as the Ebola and West Nile virus- 
es. 
School officials promised that 
the runaway was disease-free — 
the center currently raises ani- 
mals for research on level two 
and three diseases, which have 
vaccines or treatments — and 
would never have escaped from 
the proposed biodefense lab, 
which would have armed guards. 
But that was little comfort to 
residents working to prevent the 
biodefense lab from being built. 
They learned about the disap- 
pearance Thursday, a week after 
the monkey got away 
"If they can't manage these 
monkeys when they've got level 
two and three diseases, how will 
they manage monkeys with level 
four diseases?" asked Joshua 
English. 
The University of California, 
Davis, is one of about a half- 
dozen institutions across the 
country that applied this month 
to the National Institutes of 
Health for a grant to build the 
$200 million disease research lab. 
The United States already has 
five high-containment disease 
laboratories and two others arc 
being built or designed. UC Davis 
is competing against institutions 
in Texas, Maryland, Illinois, 
Massachusetts and New York to 
build another. 
The proposed facility would 
have strict security. 
Still, opponents fear a lab just 
65 miles northeast of San 
Francisco could be a terrorism 
target or a rogue scientist could 
smuggle out a deadly pathogen. 
Dr. Dallas 1 lyde, director of the 
primate center, said he can 
understand why the incident has 
fed fears, but he said the security 
level of the primate center and 
the lab would be quite different. 
"Animals that go in there don't 
come out alive." he said. 
University spokeswoman Usa 
Lapin said critics are unfairly 
using the episode to target the 
university's grant application. 
"People will make connec- 
tions, but there truly is no con- 
nection," she said. "There's no sci- 
entific connection, there's no 
security connection, they're two 
completely different kinds of 
facilities." 
Campus police are looking into 
the possibility that, after the 
monkey got out, one of the pri- 
mate center's 278 employees 
stole the animal, valued at $5,000. 
Few other possibilities arc left 
after days of searching the build- 
ings and grounds that house 
4,279 monkeys on 300 acres on 
the outskirts of the rural campus. 
"It's certainly something that 
would be a disappointment and 
is, in my mind, highly unlikely, 
but it is something we need to 
consider," I lyde said of the possi- 
bility that the monkey was stolen. 
The two-year-old female, 
which was to be used for breed- 
ing, escaped Feb. 13 while han- 
dlers were cleaning cages. 
In the center's 11 year history, 
82 monkeys have found fleeting 
freedom but all were quickly cap- 
tured or returned to their cages 
on their own, lapin said. 
Virginia rivers 
flood after storm 
WEATHER, FROM PAGE 1 
On Sunday, three Army sky- 
divers entertaining race fans at 
the North Carolina Speedway in 
Rockingham were injured when 
40 mph wind gusts blew them 
off target. Two hit parked vehi- 
cles, and a third had a hard land- 
ing on the asphalt track. All were 
being treated at hospitals. 
The weight of Saturday's rain 
and heavy snow from the 
Presidents Day storm were 
blamed for roof collapses 
Saturday in Maryland, Delaware 
and Virginia. Nine people, 
including a 3-year-old, suffered 
minor injuries when the roof of 
a Toys 'R' Us store in Lanham, 
Md„ caved in. 
Fire officials were optimistic 
that everyone got out of the Toys 
'R' Us store. Wind expected to 
gust up to 60 mph yesterday 
prevented the use of a large 
crane to search the debris, said 
Prince George's County Fire 
Department spokesman Mark 
Brady. 
Dense fog yesterday reduced 
visibility to near zero in parts of 
Maryland and New lersey, 
obscuring highways and shut- 
ting down the entire 148-mile- 
long New lersey Turnpike for 
nearly three hours. Two buses 
and 10 cars piled up in a chain- 
reaction crash on the turnpike 
near Secaucus but no serious 
injuries were reported. 
In southern Ohio, ice, snow 
and wind delayed crews restor- 
ing electricity to homes and 
businesses blacked out since 
last weekend's storm, and 
American Electric Power said 
more than 10,000 customers still 
had no power Sunday. 
Rivers in central Virginia ran 
near flood stage yesterday but 
only minor flooding was expect- 
ed. Southwest Virginia had 
flooding Saturday, with tiny 
Mason's Creek near Roanoke 
snapping oak trees and spilling 
into a residential area. Residents 
of one subdivision in Augusta 
County were cut off because 
their bridge washed out 
Saturday. 
Farther north, freezing rain 
coated parts of western New 
York state with ice yesterday, 
sending dozens of vehicles slid- 
ing off roads. Seven flights out of 
Buffalo Niagara international 
Airport were canceled because 
of the weather. 
BG NEWS 
BRIEFING 
Autopsy planned on 
teen who died from 
botched transplant 
RALEIGH, N.C. (AP) — 
Medical examiners will deter- 
mine what ultimately killed a 
teenager who survived a 
botched heart-lung trans- 
plant but died two days after 
receiving a second set of 
organs. 
An autopsy was planned 
today on the body of lesica 
Santillan, the state medical 
examiner's   office   said.   A 
lawyer for the 17-year-old's 
family said an autopsy was 
appropriate. 
"We just want to make sure 
we know what (he cause of 
death was," attorney Kurt 
Dixon said yesterday. "If 
there's going to be legal action 
down the road, you want to 
have a definite cause of death. 
You don't want to speculate 
about that." 
Family and friends are plan- 
ning memorial services for 
the teenager tomorrow, one 
public and another private, 
said Mack Mahoney, a family 
friend. 
Spring Break 2003 in Panama City Beach, Florida! 
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Reservations 800.488.88281 
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Sign a lease today! f 
803 Fifth St.: Two bedroom unfurnished 
apartments with balconies or patios. FREE 
WATER & SEWER. Private parking lot and 
laundry facilities. Resident pays electric & gas 
heat. $500/month for a 12 month lease. 
NEWLPVE 
Rentals 
332 5. Main St. 
(419)352-5620 
ni'ulnl i.l.ii.ir ni'l 
Hours: 
Mon—Fri (9am—5pm) 
Saturday (9am—1pm) GREENBRIAR, INC. 
445 E. Wooster 





All 3 Bedrooms at 
Columbia Courts 
mm 
Heinz Apt, Ltd. 
•Large 




























•415 N. Main 
Remodeled 






















•2 Full Bath 
•Fireplace 
•A/C 
ASK ABOUT OUR OTHER SPECIALS (419) 3520717 
», 
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HIGHER ED. DRUG PROVISION BILL REINTRODUCED 
(U-WIRE) BOSTON - Representative Barney Frank, a 
Massachusetts Democrat, and 38 co-sponsors reintroduced 
a bill last week to revoke the Higher Education Drug 
Provision, which denies federal financial aid to students who 
have been convicted of drug offenses. Government techni- 
calities are responsible for about 100,000 college students 
being denied access to aid because of prior drug offenses. 
www.bgnews.com/campus 
CAMPUS 
get a ufp 
^^^^^^^ The calendar of events is taken from I    ^H 
^^■^ http-7/events.bgsu.edu ^^^^^- 
8 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
College Student Personnel 
Interviews 
Union Lenhart Grand Ballroom 
9 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
lail-n-Bail Ticket Sales 
Sponsored by Kappa Delta All pro- 
ceeds will go to the Children's 
Resource Center in Bowling Green 
Union Lobby 
10 a.m. -2 p.m. 
Dance Marathon Sale 
The Dance Marathon Faculty and 
Staff Core Committee will be sell- 
ing Post-its as a fundraiser. 
Union Lobby 
10 a.m. - 6 p.m. 
Dove Ball Ticket Sales 




The Contraception Exclusion 
State Senator Teresa Fedor (D, 
Toledo) will discuss her recently 
proposed legislation to require 
insurance companies that cover 
prescription medications to also 
covet prescription contraceptives. 
201A Student Union 
11 a m. - 4 p.m. 
Anime in Northwest Ohio Table 
Anime will be promoting theit 
events and selling raffle tickets. 
Union Lobby 
11 a.m. - 4 p.m. 
Golden Key International Honor 
Society Table 
Golden Key will be giving out mem- 
ber information. 
Union Lobby 
11 a.m. -3 p.m. 
Spanish Club Raffle 
Dinner passes will be raffled off. 
Union Lobby 
Noon - 5 p.m. 
Dance Marathon Fundraiser 
Pi Beta Phi will be selling Dance 
Matathon apparel (shorts and 
capris). 
Union Lobby 
1 p.m. - 3 p.m. 
Dance Marathon Sale 
Kappa Delta will be selling Dance 
Marathon T-shirts. 
Union Lobby 
2 p.m. - 5 p.m. 
Phi Kappa Tau Scrubs Sale 
Fundraiser for Dance Marathon. 
Union Lobby 
4 p.m. - 5 p.m. 
Writers Group 
An hour long haven lot writers, 
Ihose who like to write, and those 
dragged along by their wrilet 
friends. Open to anyone in the 
BGSU community. For further intot 
mation. contact Teresa Milbrodt at 
372-9683 ot 
tettian@bgnet.bgsu.edu. 
107 Hanna Hall 
6 p.m. 
Guest Artists: Michael Gould, 
shakuhachi and Chieko Iwasaki, 
Koto 
Guest artist concert featuring tra- 
ditional Japanese instruments. 
Free and open to the public. 
Bryan Recital Hall. Moore Musical 
Arts Center 
6 pm. 
Making Friends With Your Bathing 
Suit: Advanced Work in Body 
esteem. Do you feel generallyn OK 
about yout body, but break out in a 
cold sweat when you even THINK 
about getting into a bathing suit? 
Would you like to learn how to feel 
more comfortable in your body and 
de-stress about shedding the win- 
ter layers of clothing? II you would 
like to bring your body "out of hid- 
ing" with more conlidence and less 
stress this year, this may be the 
workshop lor you. 
Counseling Center, 320 Saddlemire 
6:30 p.m. - 8 p.m. 
Support Group for Women with 
Anorexia & Bulimia Concerns 
Group support lot women al all 
stages of recovery. Confidentiality 
is emphasized. Sponsored by the 
Student Health Center and the 
Counseling Center. Please contact 
Judy Miller for more information, 
372-7425. 
107 Hanna Hall 
7 p.m. - 9 p.m. 
"How to Pamper Your Soul. Mind 
and Body" Lecture/Workshop 
Sponsored by Zeta Phi Bela. 
308 Union 
TBA 
Great leans Giveaway 
In honor of eating disorders 
awareness month, the Wellness 
Connection and peer educators 
encourage you to "love your genes, 
not your jeans" and to donate 
clothing that does not fit anymore. 
Clothing may be dropped off at any 
ot the ftont desk areas in the resi- 
dence halls or in the Wellness 
Connection, 170 Health Center All 
items will be donated to the 
Sparrow's Nest, a charitable orga- 
nization in Toledo. 
"The real problem coming out of this decision is the legislation 
did not provide a new revenue source." 
DAVID CREAMER. KENT STATE ADMINISTRATION VICE PRESIDENT 
Ohio to make big 
cuts from Kent State 
By Jessica Coomes 
DAILY HtHt SIAtER 
KENT, Ohio - Kent State 
University will lose about $2.2 
million from the state because 
the Ohio legislature didn't 
approve a plan to increase taxes. 
The extra tax revenue would 
have raised enough money so 
the state didn't have to cut high- 
er education funds this fiscal 
year. 
"We're obviously very upset 
about the outcome because it 
will be the fourth cut in two 
years." President Carol 
Carrwright said. 
In his lanuary State of ihe 
Stale Address, Got Hob raft said 
he would cut higher education 
funding if the legislature didn't 
approve additional taxes before 
ihe end of February. 
Kent State's $2.2 million cut, 
which is expected to happen in 
March, will come from the S87.fi 
million the state already 
approved for the universlt) 
Because the fiscal year ends 
lune 30. ihe loss will be 
absorbed March through lune. 
"The governor knows there's 
going to be disappointing cuts, 
and he understands how disap- 
pointing the cuts will be," 
Taft's press secretary Orest 
I lolubec said. "But it's up to the 
universities' Boards of Trustees 
and presidents to deal with 
absorbing them." 
And that's what Kent State is 
working on. The university will 
spend its contingency fund on 
general operating expenses, 
Administration Vice President 
David Creamer said. 
This fund includes money the 
university has saved in health 
can benefits, along with $1.3 
million the university received 
Irom the slate at the beginning 
of the year from increased 
enrollment. Creamer said this 
total savings is close to the $2.2 
million cut 
So the university isn't in bad 
shape   Immediately   --   but 
i reamei said he s more v. ed 
about the future. 
" I he real problem coining 
OUl of this decision is the legisla- 
ture did not provide a new rev- 
enue source," he said. "There 
will not lx' new funds in the next 
millenium." 
Taft's original proposal was to 
Increase taxes on cigarettes and 
alcohol. He also had said he 
would consider a temporary 1- 
cent sales tax increase. 
I igislatois rejected both plans 
Cartwright said the contin- 
gency fund would have been 
saved or spent on academics if 
not for these cuts. 
Sen. Leigh llcrington, a 
Democrat whose district 
includes Kent, voted against the 
budget corrections bill 
Wednesday, partly because he 
said it failed to correct budget 
problems. 
The bill originally included 
the additional taxesTaft wanted, 
but it was passed in the House 
and Senate without them. 
The governor had lots of 
alternatives that we've been 
pointing out to him for some 
period of time," Herington said, 
citing a decline in the state's col- 
lection of corporate income 
taxes. 
And he's done nothing about 
III,il. so now lie finds himself in 
a box," he added. 
Hut I lolubec contended "the 
governor has no other alterna- 
tives. It's the last thing he want- 
ed to do." 
Cartwright said prioritizing 
higher education is the way out 
of the budget deficit in the long 
run. 
She said students have recog- 
nlzed the importance of a col- 
lege education by taking on 
extra loans and jobs. 
"They Istudents] know it's the 
right investment." she said. "We 
need to create deeper under- 
standing among state policy 
makers that it's ihe right invest- 
ment. But we're swimming 
upstream right now." 
• ••••••••••••••••••■A-*** 
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BG 24 News 
Dance Marathon Special Coverage 
Visit our Dance Marathon Website: 
http://www.bgsu cdu/sludenllifc/organizalions/bg24news/dm.htm 
Our Dance Marathon Viewer E-mail is: 
bg24dancemarathon@yahoti.com 
Your Official 
Z *.;: '5 
Maimttra 
Station 
Ready for a 
MOVE? 
801 Fifth St.: Two bedroom unfurnished apart- 
ments with balconies or patios. FREE WATER 
& SEWER. Resident pays electric and gas heat. 
$500/month for a 12 month lease. 
NEWIWE 
Rentals 
332 S. Main St 
(419) .152-5620 
PEACE CORPS! 
You've always thought about joining the  Peace Corps. : 
• IT'UI7« '.TIIUJMM n 
#V«M   (,*-. i»    s    )i   ,s'  t-t.Mi WHILE AWAY 
• HEAITM INSURANCE IS PAID FOR 
• AT END Of SERVICE, YOU'RE GIVEN $6.) 
#UPON COMPLETION, YOU HAVE 1-YR. ENHANCED 
HIRING STATUS FOR FEDERAL COV'T JOBS 
Join us for a meeting where you will learn more 
about the Peace Corps: 
Tuesday, Feb. 25, 6 p.m. 
BGSU Career Center 
Saddlemire Hall, Room 360 
/i^^&X      Want to interview to join the Peace Corps? 
Interview on campus Feb. 26. Call Michele Green 
at G'*) 353'"*°to schedule. Applicants muct bring 
v^w.wafflvnwaft a completed application to the interview. 
BEEF UP 
(your   portfolio  that   is) 
become a UniGraphics intern 
ya unigraphics is a superb, high definition design firm 
with facilities right here on campus, it's a great chance 
to flex your design skills outside of the classroom 
until they are finely toned into a well oiled machine like me, ya. 
you work in high repetition with real clients 
on a daily basis and get your work professionally printed. 
hear me now when i say call 419-372-7418 before spring break 
to set up your interview, only serious applicants 
who made it past phase one of training by 
passing portfolio review need apply 
for such an awesome opportunity. 
4 Monday. February 24.2003 WWW.BGHEWS.COM 
QIIOTEI \QIWK 
"It doesn't mean the same thing. You 
wouldn't say, 'He's a vernacular term that 
denotes the rear end of a horse'." 
Lawyer |OHN WIDELL, on a Thurston County, \Vash.,superior court judge's 
changing the wording on a proposed citizens' initiative that asked voters to 




Job descriptions include Sunday 
We know working on the 
weekend is not the most fun 
thing in the world to do. 
We don't know what the 40- 
hour, five-day-a-week job is like; 
but we imagine it's pretty nice to 
have weekends off. 
Unfortunately, this is not an 
ideal world. Some people — stu- 
dents, for example, work on 
Sunday. Others, like Dining 
Services employees, also have to 
work on the weekends. 
A little bit of snow on the 
ground is not the problem at all. 
It is the mountains of snow 
blocking in vehicles in the park- 
ing lot and the six inches of snow 
on the sidewalks that is the prob- 
lem. 
The University does not shut 
down simply because it is 
Sunday. There are student func- 
tions being held, people walking 
to the cafeterias and students 
visiting thier friends in other resi- 
dence halls and off-campus. 
It is strange that for most of 
yesterday the only signs of any 
attempt to remove the snow 
from the sidewalks were shoe 
marks from people kicking the 
snow after they had slipped and 
fallen. 
Some of the sidewalks were 
plowed very well. They didn't 
have an ounce of snow on them, 
but they had ice. We are not talk- 
ing about a little patch, although 
that is bad, too. We are talking 
about the sidewalks that are 
thouroughly covered with ice. 
If someone can take the time 
to neatly plow a sidewalk, then 
they should be able to cover the 
sidewalks with salt to melt the 
ice! 
We want to give credit where it 
is due. The roadways of the 
University were clean. In fact, 
that is where most people were 
walking yesterday. It seems as if 
the employees of facility services 
just didn't care about doing a 
thorough job. Why plow the 
roads and not worry about the 
sidewalks? Why not salt the side- 
walks after they have been 
plowed? 
Those people walking in the 
street probably didn't encounter 
too many vehicles. Most of the 
vehicles were blocked in their 
parking space by a mountain of 
snow that were sometimes as tall 
as the vehicle. The plow trucks 
cleaned up the streets by piling 
the snow on top of the parked 
vehicles. Maybe it was too early 
for people to think that if the 
vehicles are buried, then the 
clean roads mean nothing. Or 
maybe it was Sunday and 
nobody wanted to worry about 
it. 
The point is, the campus was 
buried in snow Saturday night. 
The efforts to remove the snow 
from the sidewalks and streets 
were very half-hearted. The 
amount of effort put into making 
our campus a safe place to walk 
and drive shouldn't change 
because it is a weekend. 
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR   ™PLE 
The University 
needs to make 
some sacrifices 
In times of trouble, people are 
called upon to make sacrifices. 
Guess what? This university is 
experiencing troubled times. The 
problem is that the government 
is cutting the higher education 
budget again. 
This means that our university 
will have to come up with $2 mil- 
lion. Anyone care to take a guess 
where most of the money will 
come from? Let me answer with 
another question: Have you 
heard of higher tuition? 
As if it wasn't bad enough that 
most of the students here are 
going to have a hard time com- 
ing up with more money, the 
University is wasting what it 
already has. That's right, our fair 
president Sidney Ribeau is hav- 
ing his house refurbished at the 
cost of $750,000.1 realize the 
house belongs to the University 
and that Mr. Ribeau is required 
to hold certain functions at his 
house, but come on people. 
Change the rules. 
We have a beautiful new union 
with plenty of space. Why not 
use that for the functions? Give 
the money that would go for ren- 
ovations to the University. While 
it won't eliminate the budget 
problem, it will at least give us a 
head start. 
In case you arc wondering, the 
money comes from the "earnings 
from the unrestricted operating 
account.'' What's that?The 
University is not only making 
money, but spending it foolishly? 
Stand up and speak out. We, as 
students, faculty and staff, do 
have a voice. Let it be heard. Tell 
Mr. Ribeau what vou think of this 
fool-hardy plan. lxM him know 







To GreggT. Pitts, the chairman 
oftheBGSU College 
Republicans. I did not enjoy the 
recent letter to the editor you 
wrote. I feel the opening remarks 
of your defense against your mis- 
representation of the College 
Republicans were narrowed 
down to a meek, "he said, she 
said," argument. 
Next, upon reading the bulk of 
your article. I was left feeling as 
though you've come to your own 
close-minded assumption of 
peace-advocating and/or anti- 
war voice and unfortunately 
gained inability to understand 
that each aspiring activist has his 
or her own individual motives in 
partaking in the act of protest. 
In addition, in your article you 
asked why our representational 
protest of innocent victims didn't 
represent the victims of Sept. 11. 
Certainly our protest begged this 
question, you stated. In my opin- 
ion the "Die-In" event on cam- 
pus did represent the victims of 
Sept. 11 and does not beg this 
question. You do, Mr. Pitts. 
Why didn't our representation- 
al protest include the victims of 
Sept. 11? Maybe it did. The inno- 
cent lives lost in September 11 
were casualties of a war against 
tenor. We laid down to represent 
loss from war. However, if our 
representation of that aspect was 
not profound or physical enough 
for you, possibilities include, but 
are not limited to, the thoughts 
that maybe I didn't think about it 
enough, and maybe I was more 
focused on the frightening 
immediate future. Maybe you 
didn't think about it enough and 
lay down, because maybe you 
were more focused on opening 
your mouth espousing your 
point of view, very passionately 
at times. 
As for your statements about 
the American flag being upside 
down and the "flying" of the Iraqi 
flag, Mr. Pitts 1 start by respond- 
ing that 1 am the one who wore 
the American flag during the 
"Die-In," and I am one of three 
persons that helped to paint the 
Iraqi flag for this event. 
First, if the American flag was 
upside down, Mr. Pitts, you 
merely had to walk around the 
protest until you were in position 
that it was right side up. Second, 
the reason my friends and I 
made the Iraqi flag is because we 
wanted to represent that Saddam 
Hussein is just one man, he is 
not a nation. We bore the flag to 
recognize Iraq and its people. 
To conclude, I hope you were 
able to see that our representa- 
tional protest was about appreci- 
ation of a tremendously impor- 
tant topic and a debate that, in 
my opinion, college students 
should not ignore. Those that are 
involved and those that will die 
in the projected war deserve 
recognition. What saddens me is 
that there is no magic answer, no 
overall ideal and although we 
can debate, our ends lay in wait- 
ing. 
And so, to Mr. Pitts and to the 
University community, I call out 
stance, boldly and with strong 




ON THE STREET 
If you could be someone 
else for a day, who would it 




because every girl wants 





"Hugh Hefner. Do 1 really 
have to explain why?" 
STEVE SCHLESSMAN 
SOPHOMORE, EDUCATION 
"I'd be Hunter H. 
Thompson, because he's 
the True American Hero." 
AARON O'NEILL 
SOPHOMORE, UNDECIDED 
"Bill Clinton. He's the 
greatest president ever 
and I could get a little 
extra on the side." 
School spirit among 
students is lacking 
Opinion Columnist 
Have you seen our spirit rock 
near Ashley Hall? 
Week after week, it is bom- 
barded with different colors, 
but the same style: crap. You 
can't read what's on it most of 
the time and the decorators 
come back with more paint on 
them than the rock. Then, one 
day, I woke up and was on my 
way to class when I saw the 
rock in quite possibly the nicest 
account it's ever been in. The 
one problem with it? It had 
been decorated by the 
University of Toledo in a case of 
vandalism. But it was utterly 
undeniable that the rock had 
not looked so good since I've 
been here. 
Our traditions and symbols 
ofspiritareona downward 
spiral to nowhere. It seems as if 
students have become so fixat- 
ed on other tilings that we 
throw things together poorly. In 
other cases, students honestly 
don't care what happens to the 
University. This philosophy is 
manifesting itself into a con- 
stant behavior that is familiar 
to many college students here 
on campus: eat, sleep, go to 
class (occasionally) and party. 
In essence, Bowling Green 
State University means nothing 
to them. It's not a home away 
from home, it's not offering 
them anything than a degree - 
it's a learning institution in 
northwest Ohio where they 
"have" to spend around four 
years. Weird, huh? 
Let's look at a different exam- 
ple. Our varsity football team 
I tad a spectacular season last 
fall, ranking amongst teams in 
polls nationwide. The recogni- 
tion brought out an influx of 
fair-weather fans who wanted 
to join in the excitement of a 
winning season. "Fair" enough, 
I suppose. But what happened 
when the Falcons lost back-to- 
back games at Northern Illinois 
and South Florida? Suddenly, 
the fans didn't really care what 
happened any more and they 
were nowhere to be seen. This 
became painfully evident in 
our win over Eastern Michigan 
University - the stands were 
ridiculously empty and people 
found "alternate" weekend 
plans. 
On the other hand, Ohio 
State had a fantastic season. 
Good for'them, I guess. I don't 
go to OSU. so I don't care what 
happens to them. Their win 
over the University of Michigan 
was a good game and 1 appre- 
ciated them for that. But what 
will happen next year when we 
go down to Columbus to take 
them on head-to-head? 
Already I've heard people 
comment on how they'll be 
wearing the red and gray, 
cheering the Buckeyes on to 
another perfect season. (I 
mean, do we have to be sacrifi- 
cial lambs in support of a com- 
petitive university, right? Sick!) 
How can you sit in your 
apartment or your residence 
hall and not care? Most likely, 
you are paying five-digit num- 
bers a semester to attend the 
University. That number 
includes large fees that pay for 
organization operations, such 
as UAO and USG, which both 
need huge membership num- 
bers to operate. These groups, 
among others, are here to serve 
you. Why not get involved with 
something like that? You're 
paying for it! 
The biggest problem our 
entire University faces is a 
sense of tradition. What are you 
going to take from your experi- 
ence here? Remembering to 
walk to the right of the 
University seal? (Or is the left?) 
We have so few non-supersti- 
tious traditions and that makes 
it easy for University presidents 
to change our school around 
without worrying about too 
many customs. 
It's time for us to gel up and 
do something. Let's start an 
annual parade, throw an annu- 
al ball or have some crazy 
annual party! The funniest 
thing is that the administration 
would probably love it, too! 
Who wouldn't? Maybe we'll 
even be able to solve the mys- 
tery of is there really a 
President Ribeau? 
Ultimately, our University is 
more than paper, projects and 
tests. We have more than 300 
organizations here on campus, 
flourishing sporting teams and 
so many different ways to get 
involved. We've all learned that 
college is an experience that is 
encountered, for the most part, 
outside of the classroom. So do 
it. Go out there, capture the 
spirit that is Bowling Green 
State University and have fun! 
The BG News Submission Policy 
Do you agree with all of this? \* 
doubt it. Whte us and let us know 
where you stand. 
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR are to be 
fewer than 500 words. These are usu- 
ally in response to a current issue on 
the University's campus or the 
Bowling Green area. 
GUEST COLUMNS are longer pieces 
between 600 and 800 words. These 
are usually also in response to a cur- 
rent issue on the University's campus 
or the Bowling Green area. 
POUCKS 
Letters to the Editor and Guest 
Columns are printed as space on the 
Opinion Page permits. Name, year 
and phone number should be includ- 
ed for verification purposes. Personal 
attacks and anonymous submissions 
will not be printed. 
Email submissions as an attach- 
ment to bgnews@listproc.bgsu.edu 
with the subject line marked"Letter to 
the Editor" or "Guest Column"Only e- 
mailed letters and columns will be 
considered for printing. All letters are 
subject to review for length and clari- 
ty before printing. 
CHUCK S0DER, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF 
210 West Hall 
Bowling Green State University 
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ROOF OF TOY STORE COLLAPSES IN MARYLAND 
IANHAM, Md. (AP) —The roof of a Toys 'R' Us store 
collapsed Saturday, injuring at least two people and 
possibly trapping customers, as heavy rain soaked an 
area already stressed by the weight of snow from the 
Presidents Day blizzard, authorities said. All the 
employees were accounted for, and searchers were 





By Robert lablon 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
Two nightclub (ragedies in 
which 117 people were tram- 
pled or burned lo deaih in the 
span of a week have cities 
across the nation rewriting old 
Are and building codes and 
demanding immediate inspec- 
tions to head off more disasters. 
Less than a day after a band's 
pyrotechnics turned a small 
Rhode Island club into a raging 
infemo that lulled nearly a third 
of the crowd, the governor of 
neighboring Massachusetts 
mobilized a task force to begin 
immediate, unannounced 
inspections of every nightclub 
in the state. 
In the country music capital 
of Nashville, lenn., officials also 
l>egan spot checks to confirm 
that all nightclubs had 
unlocked exits and that those 
using fireworks had fire inspec- 
tors to supervise their use. And 
in the District of Columbia, 
Mayor Anthony Williams told 
aides to inspect clubs and meet 
with owners to ensure they 
meet building codes. 
lust days before the Rhode 
Island blaze, officials in 
Chicago were discussing 
requiring clubs to install panic 
bars, the push bars commonly 
found on movie theater doors, 
following a deadly stampede 
early Monday at the city's 12 
nightclub. 
A security guard on the Ii2 
dance floor had shot pepper 
spray into the crowd to break 
up a fight, sending hundreds of 
people in a frantic rush for the 
exit that crushed 21 people to 
death on a narrow staircase. 
Beginning Friday night, 
Chicago officials also stepped 
up inspections of nightclubs in 
response to the Rhode Island 
fire, although they said the city's 
strict requirements regarding 
pyrotechnics ensure that only 
the largest venues apply for 
permits. 
Tragedies like the stampede 
and Thursday night's fire at The 
Station in West Warwick, R.I., 
often spur quick criticism of 
security and fire code changes. 
In 1995, the state of Maine 
began regulating indoor 
pyrotechnics after four people 
were hospitalized because a 
"flash pot" exploded at 
Portland, Maine'sT-Birds night- 
club. 
Pittsburgh law requires that 
the city be officially informed 
before any open flame on stage, 
even as small as an actor's ciga- 
rette. A city fire inspector also 
has to be backstage, armed 
with a radio and a fire extin- 
guisher, said city Fire Bureau 
Chief Peter Micheli. 
Overhead sprinklers — a 
safety measure that wasn't 
required and wasn't present in 
the Rhode Island club that 
burned, killing 96 people—are 
required as of this year in any 
New York public venue accom- 
modating 100 people or more. 
R.I. fire under investigation 
By Brooke Donald 
IHE   ASSOCIATED   PRESS 
WESTWARWICK,R.I.—As the 
painstaking process of identify- 
ing dozens of charred bodies 
began, the co-owner of the night- 
club where 96 people were killed 
in a fast-spreading fire insisted 
Saturday he had no idea the rock 
band Great White planned to use 
the pyrotechnics that ignited the 
blaze. 
leffrey Derderian, a local televi- 
sion reporter who co-owned the 
The Station with his brother, 
broke down several times as he 
expressed grief over the deadly 
fire. But he vehemently insisted 
the band did not have permission 
to use the special effect, a claim 
echoed by at least four other 
venues where the band played in 
the past month. 
"It was a total shock to me to 
see the pyrotechnics going off 
when Great White took the stage," 
he said at a news conference. 
Columns of sparks sprayed 
from the stage during the band's 
first song late Thursday night, 
igniting foam ceiling tiles and 
sending more than 300 concert- 
goers scrambling for the exits as 
die club quickly filled with thick, 
black smoke. Fire officials said the 
building was engulfed in three 
minutes. 
"Many people didn't make it 
out and that is a horror our fami- 
ly will live with for the rest of our 
lives," Derderian said. 
Great White's attorney, Hd 
McPherson, continued to insist 
the band got the go-ahead from 
the club's owners to use the fire- 
works, and that Derderian was 
present when they were being set 
up before the band took the 
stage. 
"Everybody wants to point fin- 
gers, it's unfortunate that people 
are coming out and giving stat- 
ments that are not true." 
McPherson said. 
Singer lack Russell has also said 
their manager made sure they got 
the OK to send columns of sparks 
upthesidesofthestage. And Paul 
Woolnough, president of Great 
White's management company, 
said they routinely check with 
clubs before pyrotechnics are 
used. 
At least 96 people were bunted 
to death or crushed and 180 were 
injured in their frantic fight to 
escape; on Saturday, 65 people 
remained hospitalized, more 
than a dozen critically. One 
woman who could not be identi- 
fied was being treated at 
Massachusetts General Hospital's 
bum unit. 
Witnesses described a vora- 
cious fire that tore through the 
building in minutes. 
"I never knew a place could 
bum so fast," said Robin Petrarca, 
44, who said the smoke was so 
thick she couldn't see an exit just 
5 feet away. 
Attorney General Patrick Lynch 
said Saturday that it's too early to 
know if anv criminal charges will 
Defiled. 
"lustice right now for our com- 
munity is us pulling together." 
Lynch said. "The criminal investi- 
gation will continue. We have not 
rested yet." 
A day before, Lynch said 
charges could range from assault 
to murder. A spokesman for the 
Bureau of Alcohol Tobacco and 
AmBlta KuntianJt AP PUu 
CLUB FIRE: Wendy Drown, right, of Providence, R.I., embraces Tim 
Arnold of Johnston, R.I., across the street from the charred remains 
of The Station Concert Club, Friday. At least 96 people died Thursday 
night, being burned or crushed in their frantic escape. 
Firearms said there was no evi- 
dence lor tedcral charges. 
Meanwhile, the medical exam- 
iner's office — which had only 
positively identified 15 victims by 
Saturday afternoon — said it will 
use dental records, fingerprints 
and DNA lo identify many more 
who are burned beyond recogni- 
tion. Among the missing was 
Great White guitarist Ty Longley 
Gov. Don Carcierii who met 
with the relatives of some victims, 
said it could be days before their 
identities are all known. He said 
he believed all the bodies had 
been removed. 
"The effort that went on at that 
site is something I will new for- 
get." he said. 
Carcieri even made an urgent 
appeal to local dentists to check 
their answering machines in case 
their records are needed to iden- 
tify bodies. 
"The critical diing is we've got 
to be positive Flic last thing we 
want to do is make a mistake," 
Carcieri said, "This is not a 
process that happens in one day." 
Did  you  know.. 4fe, 




"March   L 
17 
.AMERICAN 
OWO DIVISION nc 
WANTED 
Campus Tour Guides 
REPRESENT YOUR UNIVERSITY 
BUILD YOUR COMMUNICATION SKILLS 
"BtS's Finest" 
STOP IN THE OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS 
T10 MCFALL CENTER TO PICK UP AN APPLICATION 
DUE MONDAY, MARCH 3RD AT S P.M. 
JOIN IN THE FUN! 
(AND BELIEVE IT OR NOT, 
GET PAID TOO!) 
LOOKING FOR A NEW PLACK TO LIVE??? 
UNIVERSITY VILLAGE 
Quality hung in spacious 2 bdrm 
apis. 9 and 12 month leases. 
Furnished Available 
UNIVERSITY COURTS 
I&2 bedrooms for mature students. 
Quiet and cozy environment. 
Furnished Available 
ONE BLOCK SOUTH OF WOOSTER 







Mercer at dough 
short block s. of Wooster 
ALL LOCATIONS 
• "Tenant Friendly" Management 
• 24 hr. emergency maintenance 
• central air & heal 
• convenient laundry facilities 
• Convenient to Campus Shuttle Stop 
• Shori walk to Library. Student Rec 
Center and all campus facilities. 
SCHYM RIGHT 
(UNIGRAPHICS   TOTALLY   RULES) 
become a UniGaphics intern. 
the stiffmcister highly recommends becoming an intern there. 
tlicln'/ you guys learn anything in college? 
if your portfolio isn't totally sweet, you're sitting on the curb buddy. 
truuust me. you might be saying, "i don't know man. 
it sounds like a lotla work," but it's really not that bad dude. 
all you gotta do is pass portfolio review and call lo set up an interview. 
it's way worth it bro. 
419-372-7418. just call em pansy. 
~-"Z'- >> 
 -...~^/l£*ii\ 
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CLASH INJURES HUNDREDS IN WESTERN CHINA 
BEIJING (AP) — A business dispute sparked clashes 
between ethnic Tibetans and Chinese Muslims in 
western China, resulting in hundreds of injuries and 
widespread propeny damage, a U.S.-financed broad- 
caster reported yesterday. The violence began Feb. 14 
when three Tibetans had a disagreement with a group 
of Muslims after selling them a motorcycle. 
www.hgnews.com/world 
WORLD 
Fighting in Gaza 
kills 6, wounds 28 
By Ibrahim Barak 
THE «SS0CIM[D CRESS 
BEIT HANOUN, Gaza Strip — 
Israel's week-old military offen- 
sive against Islamic militants in 
the Gaza Strip intensified yester- 
day, and six Palestinians were 
killed and 28 wounded in a raid 
on a Palestinian town from which 
homemade rockets have been 
fired at Israeli communities. 
Two more Palestinians and an 
Israeli soldier were killed else- 
where in Gaza. 
In response to yesterdays army 
assault, Hamas militants fired 
three more short-range Qassam 
rockets from Beit llanoun, and 
one hit near a strip mall in the 
Israeli town ol Sderot, about 700 
yards away. The rocket caused 
some panic but no injuries. 
Israeli Defense Minister Shaul 
Mofa/. said the military would 
maintain "relentless" pressure on 
Islamic militants in Gaza to halt 
the rocket fire. The offensive 
began Feb. 17, a day after a 
Hamas attack on an Israeli tank 
killed four soldiers in Gaza. Since 
then, 32 Palestinians and an 
Israeli soldier have been killed in 
Gaza 
In Israel, Prime Minister Ariel 
Sharon moved closer to estab- 
lishing a new government as he 
signed up his first coalition part- 
ner — the National Religious 
Party that opposes Palestinian 
statehood and advocates lewish 
settlement expansion in the West 
Bank and Gaza Strip. 
With the NRP as an ally, it 
appeared unlikely Sharon would 
freeze settlement construction, a 
key requirement of a U.S.-backed 
"road map" to Palestinian state- 
hood by 2005. The coalition deal 
also appeared to have ended 
Sharon's efforts of bringing in the 
moderate labor party, which was 
trounced in a Ian. 28 election. 
A third party, the secular 
Shinui, also is expected to join a 
Sharon-led coalition, giving him a 
slim 61-seat majority in the 120- 
mcmber parliament. 
The army raid of Beit Hanoun 
began before dawn Sunday and 
troops were still there after night- 
fall. 
In the past 29 months of fight- 
ing, soldiers repeatedly entered 
Gaza towns and cities but usually 
withdrew after a few hours. Beit 
Hanoun has been targeted 10 
times so far, and troops once 
remained for three days. 
By contrast, Israel reoccupied 
all but one West Bank town in the 
summer. 
Brig. Gen. Zvika Fogel, an area 
commander, refused to say how 
long the military operation in Beit 
Hanoun would last. "We will end 
it when we have achieved our 
objectives," he told Israel TV 
In Beit Hanoun, soldiers blew 
up the homes of five suspected 
Islamic militants yesterday. When 
soldiers approached one of the 
targeted buildings, home to fol- 
lowers of the militant Islamic 
lihad. residents hurled hand 
grenades and opened fire — the 
first incident of armed resistance 
to a house demolition. The resi- 
dents surrendered after four 










Hatem Moussa AP Photo 
ISRAELI RAID: Family members at home grieve over the flag-drapped body of Mosab el Sabea in Beit 
Hanoun north of Gaza City, Gaza Strip. Israeli troops raiding this Gaza town blew up five homes of sus- 
pected militants early yesterday. Six Palestinians were killed and 28 were wounded. According to Israel. 






507 & 525 E. Merry St.: Large two bedroom furnished 
apartments. Across from Campus. FREE WATER & SEWER. 
Resident pays electric/heal. Laundry facilities in the buildings. 




332 S. Main St. 
(419)352-5620 
inrrr.ilh com   nr.nl.il~ 
THERE IS STILL TIME 
YOU CAN FIND AN 
AFFORDABLE APARTMENT 
I -Hi I i MANvUlE - One BR. upper duplex. Limit 2 people. 
J473 00 per month, deposit $440.00   Tenants pay utilities. Available 
5/17/03 to 5/8/04. 
ISO l? MANVIIIF One BR. upper duplex   Limit 2 people. 
$473.00 per month, deposit $440.00. Tenants pay utilities. Available 
5/17/03 in 5/8/04 
SI7 F. RPFXi. At Thurstln   One Bedroom. I Bath.  Furnished. Or 
Unfurnished. 
School Year - Two Person Rate - $540.00 
One Year - Two Person Rate - $450 00 
4S1 THURSTIN   Across From OfTcnhauer   Furnished Efficiencies 
with lull baths.  Assigned Parking. 
School Year - One Person Only - $395.00 
One Year - One Person Only - $355.00 
521 h MERRY - Close to OITenhauer   Two Bedrooms   Furnished 
School Year - Two Person Rate - $685.00 
One Year • Two Person Rate - $570 00 
505.CLOUCH STREET   Campus Manor   Behind Klnko's. Two 
Bedroom Furnished   One Bath Plus Vanity. 
School Year   Two Person Rate   $620 00 
One Year - Two Person Rate - $520.00 
615 SECOND ■ Two Bedroom Furnished. One Bath. 
School Year - Two Person Rate   $620.00 
One Year   Two Person Rate • $520.00 
707 - 727 THIRD   One Bedroom Furnished. One Bath. 
School Year   One Person Rate - $395 00 
One Year - One Person Rate - $350.00 
«25 THIRD . One Bedroom Furnished. PETS ALLOWED! 
School Year - One Person Rate - $450.00 
One Year - One Person Rate - $400.00 
701 FOURTH - Two Bedroom Furnished. One Bath Plus Vanity. 
School Year • Two Person Rate   $620.00 
One Year • Two Person Rate - $520.00 
649 SIXTH   Two Bedroom. One Bath Plus Vanity. 
School Year - Two Person Rate - $560.00 
One Year - Two Person Rate - $460.03 
707 SIXTH   Two Bedroom. One Bath Plus Vanity. 
School Year - Two Person Rate   $545 00 
One Year   Two Person Rale - $460 00 
840-850 SIXTH   Rock ledge Manor. Two Bedroom. Two Baths, 
Dishwashers Extra Storage Area 
School Year - Two Person Rate - $640.00 
One Year - Two Person Rate - $530.00 
818 SEVENTH  Two Bedroom. One Bath Plus Vanity. 
School Year   Two Person Rate - $545.00 
One Year - Two Person Rate   »45O.0O 
ZZiMItTH. One Bedroom Unfurnished. PETS ALLOWEDI 
School Year - One Person Rate -1445 00 
One Year - One Person Rate - $380 00 
724 S. rni.l.FCE-Tw.1 Bedroom Unfurnished. 1 1/2 Baths. 
School Year - Two Person Rate - $640 00 
One Year - Two Person Rate - $530 00 
WE HA YE MANY OTHER ONE AND TWO BEDROOM BUILDINGS  STOP 
IN THE OFFICE FOR A BROCHURE 
WE ALLOW PETS IN SELECTED BUILDINGS WITH A S22S.00 NON 
REFUNDABLE PETDEPOSIT 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE. INC. 
319 E. Wooster Street. Bowling Green. OH 
located Across From Taco Bell. 
RENTAL OFFICE (419) 354-2260. 
Hours - Monday to Friday 8:30 to 5:30. 
Saturday - 8:30 to 5:00. 
www.johnnewloverealestate.com 
When Gilligan's Island first aired on TV, people actually called the 
National Coast Guard to warn them that there were 7 cast aways stuck ashore. 
Jim MorhSOn (of the 60's rock l?j.^. 
group The Doors) was the first/ • \ 
rock star to be arrested   ( "~^ 
on stage. \_y 
FE 
Come play EUCHRE! 
We are hosting a Monday night euchre 
team player's tournament 
SIGN UP 7PM - GAMES 8-12 
^Prizes for the 1st and 2nd place teams* 
Finals on Monday, May 5,2003 
104 South Main - (419) 353-0988 
www.easyslreelcafc.net 




2 One bedrooms left for May 
8 Two bedrooms left for August 













Sleepwalk to Campus! 
520 E. Reed St. #1,3,68.7: 
Large two bedroom furnished 
apartments. Across from 
Campus.  Extra storage space. 
FREE WATER & SEWER. 
Resident pays electric/ heat. 
Laundry facilities on premises. 
Private parking lot. $610.00 
per month for a 12 month lease. 
NEWL°VE 
Rentals 
132 S. Main St. 
(419)352-5620 
,*ti.ili\ ixim/mvnLiln 
■MA *MA «WIA 'I>\l\   'l'\l\   'l'\l\   .|.\l\   .|.M\   IPMA  'I'M \   'I'M \  I'M \ 
I    Congratulations to the newest brothers of   \ 








THIS IVKKK IS 
BG SPORTS 
Men's Basketball 
Wed., Feb. 26 
al Ball Slate a! 7 p.m. 
Sat., March 1 
vs. Miami (Ohio] al 1 p.m. 
Women's Basketball 
Wed., Feb. 26 
vs. Marshall al 7 p.m. 
Sat., March 1 
al Kent State at 2 p.m. 
Swimming & Diving 
Thurs., Feb. 27 
hosting MAC Championships 
at 11 a.m. 
Track & Field 
Fit, Feb. 28 
al MAC Indoor Championships 
in Kent at 10 a.m. 
Hockey 
Fri. & Sat., Feb. 28 - 
March 1 
at lxike Superior State at 7:05 
p.m. 
Tennis 
Fri., Feb. 28 
vs. Toledo (Toledo Valley 
Tennis Club) at 1 p.m. 
Sat., March 1 
vs. Eastern Michigan (Toledo 
Valley Tennis Club) al 1 p.m. 
Baseball 
Sat. & Sun., March 1-2 
ai Dayton al I p.m. 
Gymnastics 
Sun., March 2 
vs. Pittsburgh & Wilson College 





By Daniel Gedney 
SPORTS   REPORTER 
Their names cannot be found 
in any programs, andtheydonol 
get introduced al any games. 
However, women's basketball 
coach Curt Miller considers 
them "the single biggesl differ- 
ence between last year and this 
year." 
Their names are Selh Roberts, 
Seth Wilson. Noah Dinger and 
lim Meder. Together, these four 
guys make up the Bowling Green 
Slate University women's basket- 
ball practice team. 
Day in and day out they can be 
found on Ihe court of Anderson 
Arena, putting the women's team 
to Ihe test. They do not receive 
money, scholarships or intern- 
ship credit for their services. All 
they are given is a pair of tennis 
shoes and a few t-shirls. 
However, monetary compensa- 
tion is not what drove these guys 
to form the first practice team in 
B(". history. 
"We do it because we love to 
play basketball and il gave us 
SI iinilliing lo do." Roberts said. 
Roberts, along with Wilson, 
were the first people to approach 
Miller with their interest in help- 
ing the team last season. 
However, there was not enough 
time left in the season to gel all 
ihe necessary paperwork in 
order lo pul a practice squad 
together. (A member of the prac- 
tice squad is required to be a hill- 
time student and has to be 
cleared by the NCAA before tak- 
ing to the court) This did not 
frustrate Roberts and Wilson and 
they returned this year along 
with Dinger and Meder, who are 
friends of theirs, and got the 
practice team going. Miller has 
been very happy with the contri- 
bution they have made lo Ihe 
team. 
"They just bring so much to 
your learn, they add the level of 
competitiveness and they bring 
it every day, but they are not 
teammates so there are no hurt 
feelings so ihe four guys can real- 
ly, really challenge our team to 
play." Miller said. "It has raised 
our program's level so much and 
I look for them to be a staple of 
>ui program for years lo come." 
Wliile    officially    on    the 
PRACTICE PLAYERS. PAGE 8 





BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY 
BG icers snap losing steak 
BylaymeRamson 
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR 
The Bowling Green hockey 
team looked like they were in 
control during most of 
Saturday's game against 
Western Michigan, jumping out 
to an early I -0 lead and holding 
a 34-23 shot advantage. The 
Falcons led in nearly every sta- 
tistical category, yet Western 
Michigan walked away with the 
win. 
In an up-and-down week- 
end, Bowling Green (7-20-3, 4- 
17-3 in the Central Collegiate 
Hockey Association) snapped a 
four game losing streak with a 
come-from-behind 3-3 tie with 
Western Michigan on Friday 
night, then fell to WMU, 4-2, at 
the BGSU Ice Arena on 
Saturday night. 
"Part of the process of direc- 
tion where we're going we need 
lo get to ihe point of making 
these plays late in games," BG 
coach Scolt Paluch said. "Our 
ability lo work and pul our- 
selves in position to win hockey 
games is there and what we're 
going through now is a process 
of understanding plays that 
need to be made down the 
stretch. Friday night we took a 
step forward and made some 
plays to get an important point 
on the road." 
Down 2-0 after the first peri- 
od on Friday night, the Falcons 
scored two goals in the second 
period and added another in 
the third to gel their first point 
on the road since a Ian. 31 win 
against Nebraska-Omaha. 
"I ihought it |lhc puck move- 
ment on power playsl was real 
good," Paluch said. "The key to 
it was that we were able to 
retrieve the puck very well. We 
weren't going back and retriev- 
ing ihe puck very often at our 
own end. We were able to pos- 
sess the puck, protect it and 
move it pretty well. I thought on 
the firs! power play we had a 
chance for a couple goals." 
Bowling Green scored two 
power play goals in the second 
period to knot the game at 2-2. 
The Falcons started their come- 
back when Kevin Bieksa scored 
at the 4:41 mark. D'Arcy 
McConvey and Mark Wires 
assisted on the goal. A little over 
a minute later, Tyler Knight 
scored unassisted on a power 
play. 
Knighl scored his second 
goal of the game 5:50 into the 
third period. McConvey and 
Bieksa assisted on the goal. Ihe 
Broncos' Dana Lattery scored 
during a power play at 7:33. 
Goalie Tyler Masters had 31 
saves in the game for the 
Falcons, and preserved the tie 
during overtime when WMU 
ihrealened to score a fourth 
goal. 
A recurring problem haunled 
the Falcons once again on 
Saturday, the problem of letting 
a lead slip away. The Falcons 
squandered a one-goal lead 
after one period. 
" [This game was! very similar 
to all four games we've played 
against this team. Throughout 
every single contest, the games 
were really tight and they found 
a way in three of the games to 
get the win and tonight was no 
different," Paluch said. "They 
took advantage in the third 
period and capitalized." 
HOCKEY, PAGE 9 
Ben Stranger BG News 
SLAP SHOT: Forward Tyler Knight gets ready to take a shot in Saturday's game against Western 
Michigan. The Falcons tied WMU 3-3 Friday and tell to the Broncos 4-2 Saturday. 
Tyler Knight has big-time weekend 
By Kevin Shields 
SPORIS REPORTER 
The Bowling Green hockey 
team had another hard-fought 
weekend series against Western 
Michigan. A key reason behind 
their ability to make things com- 
petitive this weekend was the 
play of senior forward Tyler 
Knight. 
"Knighter was real dangerous 
around the net all weekend," 
head coach Scott Paluch said. "I 
thought he did a good job fight- 
ing for loose pucks and getting 
himselftothenet." 
In Friday night's game, the 
Falcons were trailing 2-1 in the 
second period when Knight was 
able to get a power play goal and 
tie the game at two. The goal 
came only  1:04 after  Kevin 
Bieksa was able to get a power 
play goal and get the Falcons on 
the board, who were trailing 2-0 
after the first period. 
Later on, Knight was able to 
give the Falcons the lead just 
5:50 into the final period at 3-2 
with his second goal of the 
night. 
KNIGHT. PAGE 8 
Errors cost Falcons in Chicago 
By loel Hammond 
MANAGING EDITOR 
Down to six scholarship play- 
ers, the margin of error for the 
Bowling Green men's basketball 
team has become unbelievably 
small. 
Turning the ball over 14 more 
times than their opponent is not 
within that margin. 
BG started quickly, bul faded 
just as fast and were unable to 
mount another comeback, 
falling to Illinois-Chicago at U1C 
Pavilion on FSPN2.83-72. 
The Falcons, now 10-13 on the 
year, took another blow to their 
depleted roster this week as 
point guard labari Mattox lore 
his anterior cruciate ligament, 
and joins Germain Fitch and 
losh Almanson on the end of the 
bench for the rest of the season. 
Il showed. 
The Falcons led by as many as 
seven after a Ronald Lewis bas- 
ket made the game 13-6, and led 
17-13 after the game's second 
media timeout. From there, 
though. UIC went on an 8-0 to 
open up a four-point lead after 
one of five lonathan 
Schniederman threes. 
After BG tied the game on a 
Raheem Moss three-pointer 
minutes later, UIC used a 7-0 run 
to gain a lead they would never 
relinquish, a run punctuated by 
yet another Schniederman three 
to make it 32-25. The Falcons 
could muster only a lohn 
Reimold three and one Cory 
Eyink free throw in the last min- 
utes of the half, and trailed by 12, 
42-30 at intermission. 
BG Coach Dan Dakjch alluded 
lo that margin of error on 
WFOB's postgame show. 
"We dont ever quit, we jusi 
don't do things right all the time," 
Dakich said. "In our situation, we 
have to do things right all ihe 
time, and tonight, we put our- 
selves in a tough spot." 
Reimold scored five to open 
the second half and cut the 
Flame lead to seven, but lhat 
would be the closest the Falcons 
would get. If the injuries weren't 
enough. Lewis, who took over 
the point guard duties with 
Mattox out, picked up his fourth 
foul with 17 minutes left in the 
game. 
Kevin Netter hit a basket to cut 
the lead back to nine at 51-42 
with about 13 minutes to go, but 
BG would not score over the next 
six minutes and watched UIC 
open up a 17-point lead at 59-42. 
That lead would grow to 20 after 
two straight dunks by loe Scolt. 
BG would climb back into the 
game late as Reimold scored 19 
of his 22 in the second half, but 
UIC managed to make enough 
free throws to never let the game 
get close. 
Schniederman and Aaron 
Carr led the Flames with 22 
apiece, while Martell Bailey, who 
leads the nation in assists, had 12 
points and seven assists. 
Reimold's 22 led BG, while Netter 
tallied 18 and Lewis and Moss 
had 11 apiece. 
The Falcons' turnover prob- 
lem was essentially the differ- 
ence in the game, as BG out-shot 
and out-rebounded ihe hosts. 
Women defeat 
Akron, 65-62 
By Zach Baker 
ASSISTANT SPORIS EDITOR 
When you have nol won a 
conference game on the road 
all season, you'll lake a win any 
way you can get it. 
The women's basketball 
team defeated Akron 65-62 on 
Saturday, but after the game, 
BG head coach Curt Miller said 
he was upset with the Falcons' 
finish. 
Bowling Green had a 16- 
point lead at halftime, and had 
a 19-poinl lead with 5:38 lo go 
in Ihe game, but had trouble 
closing out the win. 
Miller said the team lost its 
composure down the stretch. 
T am disappointed with our 
execution in the last five min- 
utes," Miller said. "We were try- 
ing not to lose it and nol playing 
to win. When you play not to 
lose is when you let up." 
The Falcons got 20 points 
from Stefanie Wenzel and 17 
from Kim Griech in the win. 
Francine Miller had one of her 
most difficult games, going 1-11 
from the floor. 
Miller said it was one of 
Francine's worst games. 
"We had good production 
oul of our wings, Stefanie and 
Kim gave us good production," 
Miller said. "Francine's leader- 
ship on the floor was great, and 
we needed her rebounding, but 
I can't ever remember ever see- 
ing her shoot the way she did 
tonight. To come out with a win 
tonight is a credit to the other 
players for stepping up their 
game." 
Despite her struggles from 
WOMEN'S BBALL, PAGE 9 
Ben Snivel BG New 
HEADING IN: Tene Lewis heads toward the basket on Feb. 8 






The women's basketball team 
finally got a Mid-American 
Conference road win Saturday at 
Rhodes Arena in Akron. 
Despite a poor shooting per- 
formance to start the game, the 
Falcons managed to gain a lead 
and hold off the Zips for a 65-62 
victory. 
Though it was a victory, it may 
not have been what head coach 
Curt Miller was looking for in a 
win. 
"It wasn't the prettiest win, bul 
it was a big, big road win for us," 
he said. "It just continues to put 
us in a better position for the 
conference tournament every 
ROAD WIN, PAGE 8 
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Wilson has extra commitment 
PRACTICE PLAYERS, FROM PAGE 7 
women's (earn rosier, they enjoy 
one benefit that the women play- 
ers do not have. They can go out 
and play without worrying about 
incurring the coach's wrath. 
"The great thing about it is you 
can practice and you can screw 
up and the coach is not really 
going to yell at you, so it's fun that 
way," Roberts said. 
Each member of the squad 
puts in about 12 hours each 
week, practicing with the team 
four times a week for three hours 
each time. In addition to his love 
for playing basketball, Wilson 
saw this as an opportunity to take 
up some of his extra time. 
"I would go home and I would- 
n't have anything to do after all 
my classes and everything so I 
was like 'yeah, let's do it.'" Wilson 
said. 
Wilson has an extra commit- 
ment to the team. He holds a vol- 
unteer student management 
position that requires him to be 
on the sidelines during the 
games, even road games. He has 
to provide his own transportation 
to these games because NCAA 
regulations prohibit him from 
traveling with the team. He also 
has to be with the team at 8 a.m. 
on Saturdays before games. 
"It's fun to go to their away 
games and actually get to know 
their operations on game day," 
Wilson said. 
In addition to coach Miller, the 
players have also enjoyed the 
added challenge of facing these 
guys in practice. 
"Everyday those guys come 
into practice and work hard with 
us and beat us up a little bit and 
we beat them up a little bit," 
Falcon forward Francinc Miller 
said. "They help us so much 
everyday when they come into 
practice and it's a challenge for us 
to play against them everyday 
and it helps us get ready for our 
next game." 
Wilson, Roberts, Dinger and 
Meder may not get mentioned in 
any highlight reels, but their 
impact on the women's team is 
comparable to the signing of any 
blue chip athlete. 
Ben Smuer BG News 
LOOKING UP: Karen Stocz waits under the basket for a rebound against Toledo. The Falcons have 
been helped by four practice players: Seth Roberts, Seth Wilson, Noah Dinger and Jim Meder. 
Falcons disappointed with win over UA 
ROAD WIN, FROM PAGE 7 
time we get a win." 
The Falcons started this dis- 
appointing victory by shooting 
a lackluster 2-for-15 from the 
field and found themselves 
losing to cellar-dwelling Akron 
10-4 after six minutes of play. 
The uninspiring play would 
stop there for Bowling Green 
as they would pummel Akron 
27-5 the rest of the half. 
The only glimmer of offen- 
sive creativity for Akron came 
on a Dominique Harris 
jumper with 12.6 seconds left 
to get Akron some momentum 
before the half. 
Stefanie Wenzel brought the 
momentum back to Bowling 
Green's side as she nailed a 
buzzer-beater to send her 
team to the locker room with a 
31-15 lead. 
The Falcons used their 
boost from Wenzel to mount a 
42-21 load early in the second 
half. 
It seemed as if a blow-out 
was inevitable at this point. 
Bowling Green had an 
answer to every Akron ques- 
tion as they would not relin- 
quish their large lead. 
But all of that would fall 
apart for the Falcons after the 
5:36 mark in the game. 
The Falcons appeared to 
have the game in the bag with 
a 58-39 lead. But the Zips 
refused to be silenced. 
Akron put together a 12-0 
run to cut the Falcons lead to 
seven with over two minutes 
left. 
"They certainly made a run 
on us in the last five minutes," 
Miller said. "That made for an 
interesting finish." 
Akron eventually wittled the 
margin all the way to two 
points with 8.4 seconds to go 
and appeared to have a realis- 
tic shot at a victory, something 
they apparently didn't have 
just five minutes earlier. 
But a pair of Francine Miller 
free throws would give 
Bowling Green a four-poinl 
lead and an eventual three- 
point victory. 
Even wilh the victory, coach 
Miller made his disappointed 
feelings be known. 
"I felt like we had an oppor- 
tunity, with a 19-point lead, to 
end the game strong," he said. 
"But we just didn't play with a 
lot of composure in the last 
live minutes." 
Bowling Green's next chance 
at a fulfilling victory will come 
Wednesday al Anderson Arena 
againsl Marshall. 
GraQGCX CDS QODtf W QQCaGraSoGQCa 
COMPACT  FUN   FACT 
THE ALMA MB•FM the frst 
40 pte rears of the BCSU's 
ensttott, H» Alma Mater hymn      \ ^&^ i 
m urtttM and sung to the music   \jrj 
of DM latinul arthtm of rmland, Firlanflra. 
(£) EDUCATION MAJORS <£) 
Opend a semester abroad in tngland 
Spring 2004! 
(Jpen to !   rreshman, Oophomore or Junior education majors 
INFORMATIONAL MEETINGS: 
Tues.,  February 25th 
2:30 Pm 
421  Education 
Wed., February 26th 
11:00 am 
421  Education 
tTUlW ?An y questions' 
Contact Drenda Joy O ICr1L.JO or email bljoy€?bgnet... 
Mid Am Management 
offers 
2 Bedroom Available 
419-352-4380 
Best Prices in Bowling Green 











KNIGHT, FROM PAGE 7 
The Falcons ended up getting 
a tie at 3-3 that night, but Knight's 
line had a huge game. 
With those two goals on Friday 
night. Knight was able to estab- 
lish new career highs in goals for 
a season and inch closer to his 
best season point total. His previ- 
ous season high for goals was 
seven and the two on Friday gave 
him nine on the year. The two 
points also gave him 19 on the 
year and just one shy of his 
career-best 20-point season. 
In Saturday night's game, 
Knight was able to give the 
Falcons a 1-0 lead halfway 
through the first period on the 
power play by putting in a loose 
rebound next to the net. The goal 
gave him 10 on the year and tied 
his season high point total of 20. 
Western ended up getting a 
win that night at 4-2, but once 
again Knight was a factor in the 
game all night and got chances 
around the net. 
The two-goal game on Friday 
night marked the third time this 
year that Knight got two goals in 
a game. The goal Saturday gave 
him three for the weekend and 
he accounted for three of the five 
goals scored for the Falcons. 
"Tyler is on a nice little roll here 
and the goals have come from 
really close around the net," said 
Paluch. "He has just had the 
whereabout to be in the right 
spot al the right time and put the 
puck home." 
Knight is an assistant captain 
for the Falcons and playing his 
final season at BG. He will look to 
continue the hot play down the 
stretch and try to improve his 
season highs even more. Paluch 
knows that the senior's play will 
be one of the keys to their suc- 
cess heading into the last two 
weekend series and then the 
Central Collegiate Hockey 
Association Tournament. 
"I'm feeling really good about 
Knighter's play heading down 
the stretch here," Paluch said. 
"Our ability to work and put our- 
selves in position to win hockey 
games is there, and we made big 
plays in Friday's game to earn a 
tie and Tyler was one who made 
some of those plays." 
■ 
MONOKT (TUlSDAf 
Ml OH i Ml NIGHT 
$2.00 DOMESTIC LONGNECKS 
I0IN US FOR TOLEDO'S BEST 
!N AtlUIT ENTERTAINMENT 
«1 
135 S. Byrne Rd. Toledo 419.531.0079 




8 spiders •* 
^a year... 
.. .mi i I-I i u mil! 
GReeY?  iNTERNSBiP TEAM 
become a UniGraphics 'intern'ational man of mystery. 
working at unigraphics is way shagadelic baby, a haha. 
if graphic design is your bag, if you put (he grrr in designer, 
then this is your pad. it's your chance to get some ga-roovy experience 
if you know what i mean. yeah, if you passed portfolio review 
then give them a ring on the tele 
at 419-372-7418 and set up an interview. 
don't be scared baby, they don't bite....hard. 
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Falcons struggle 
against Western 
HOCKIY, FROM PAGE 7 
Knight scored his third goal of 
the weekend at the 11:55 mark of 
the first period. McConvey 
picked up his third assist of the 
weekend on the play while Wires 
picked up his second assist of the 
series on the play. 
Western Michigan played the 
comeback role Saturday with two 
goals less than two minutes apart 
in the second period. Bowling 
Green tied the game at 2-2 on 
Brett Pilkington's goal at the 8:12 
mark. McConvey picked up his 
fourth goal of the weekend and 
team-leading 19th on the season 
on the play. The assist put 
McConvey past his previous sea- 
son-high of 18 assists. 
Western Michigan's Trevor 
Cook scored what would be the 
game-winner 10:12 into the third 
period. With less than two min- 
utes left in the third period, BG 
pulled goalie Jordan Sigalet in 
favor of an extra man up front. 
Shortly after BG pulled Sigalet. 
WMU's leff Campbell was called 
for tripping and BG went on 
power play. The Falcons decided 
to keep Sigalet out in favor of a 6- 
4 advantage of attackers, but 
WMU's Paul Daiies intercepted 
the puck and scored an empty- 
net goal at 18:47 to give WMU a 
safe, 4-2 lead. 
"We had nice execution late in 
the game with the goalie pulled 
and the six-on-four attack," 
WMU coach lim Culhane said. 
"Your best players have to rise to 
the occasion in big games and we 
did that here tonight" 
The Falcons will play a two 
game series this weekend at Lake 
Superior before their final home- 
stand on March 8 and 9 against 
Ferris State. After that, the Central 
Collegiate Hockey Association 
playoffs start. 
"We want to be a dangerous 
team. We still want to advance 
once the playoffs come around," 
Paluch said. "And for ourselves 
right now our entire game has to 
be on top and I think our team 
and our overall game is solid in a 
lot of areas with the exception of 
making plays to win hockey 
games." 
TIISPB'S iwais BimeDKii 
new in THe ciassiFieDS! 
ISUtntfirop Serrate 
400 E. Napoleon Road 
Hours: Monday - Friday 9:00 am - 5:00 pm 
Saturday Hours: 10:00 am -5:00 pm 
Sunday Hours: 10:00 am - 2:00 pm 
(419)352-9135 
winthrop @ gerdenich.com 
FREE High Speed Internet 
coming this summer. 
FREE shuttle service to 
and from campus. 
2 swimming pools. 
3 Laundromats 
1 and 2 bedroom 
Apartments 
Heat Paid. 
BG contains Martin 
WOMEN'S BBALL FROM PAGE 7 
the floor, Francine was a perfect 
8-8 from the free throw line and 
scored 10 points. 
The Falcons led 31 -15 at half- 
time, and were able to keep a 
double-digit lead over Akron for 
most of the second half. 
But trailing 58-39 with under 
six minutes left, the Zips came 
back late with a strong shooting 
performance. Akron shot 15 of 
27 in the second half, and was 
able to climb back into the 
game in the final minutes. 
A three-pointer by Akron's 
Dominique Harris started a 12- 
0 run for the Zips. Suddenly, the 
Falcons lead was down to 58-51 
with 2:07 to go. 
The Zips cut the lead to two 
with 27 seconds remaining, but 
clutch foul shooting by the 
Falcons helped to secure the 
win. as they went 5-6 in the last 
34 seconds from the line. 
Miller talked earlier in the 
week about containing center 
Cassandra Martin, the Zips' top 
player. Martin was held to 13 
points and four rebounds. 
Miller was pleased with the 
Falcons ability to contain 
Martin. 
"We did a good job on 
Martin," Miller said. "We had 
people around her the whole 
game and executed our game 
plan and doubled her a lot. I am 
really proud of our kids, 
because Martin was a kid that 
created a ton of matchup prob- 
lems for us." 
With the win, the Falcons 
moved to 4-9 in the Mid- 
American Conference, and 11 - 
13 overall. Akron dropped to 1- 




MCDONALD DINING HAIL: 
■• lauranl - 
Block History BuHei 
Wednesdov. February 19. 2003 
500 - 8-OOpm 
KREISCHER DINING HALL: 
r Ame^con Heritage Day 
BreoMasr bnd and Dinner 
Thursday. February 20. 2003 
1HE BOWEN-THOMPSON 
STUDENT UNION: 
Falcon s I lest Food Couri. 
Iturei a week ol Southern Cooling 




"All Day, Everyday" 




Sun:      11am-1:30am 
(papa) 
cash, checks 
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Services Offered 
Th*ik you're pregnant1? 
Know all the facts 
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center 
Personals 
Lost/Found 
LOST: .Pod MP3 player at Tech 
Btdg onThurFeb 13 REWARD 
$100. Call 353-4700, no ?'s asked 
Travel 
Fraternities * Sororities 
Clubs * Student Groups 
Earn $1.000-$2.000 this semester 
with a proven Campus Fund raiser 
3 hour fund raising event. 
Our programs make 
fund raising easy with no risks. 
Fund raising dates are filling 
quickly, so get with the program! 
It works. 
Contact CampusFundraiser at (888) 
923-3238 or visit 
wYyw.carnpuslundtflisgr.cQrn 
»1 Spring Break Vacations' Cancun. 
Jamaica. Bahamas. Florida Best 
Prices! Space is limited'!! 
1-800-234-7007 
www endlesssummertours.com 
SPRING BREAK Cancun. Jamaica, 
S Padre 4 Florida. Free parties, 




Bahamas Party Cruise 
$279. 
5 days, Includes 10 Free Meals, 
Free Parties 4 Drink Specials! 
Incl. Port. Departure, Hotel Tax! 
www.sot mqbreaktravel. com 
1.800.678.6386 
SPRING BREAK! 
Panama City Beach 
Boardwalk Beach Resort $199. 
Includes 7 Nights Hotel, 
6 Free Parties! 
24 Hrs Free Drinks! 
Cancun 4 Jamaica! 
From $459 
www spr ingbrea ktra vet. com 
1 800.678.6386 
The Tanning Center 
We have open appointments' 
434 E. Wooster   353-2844 
993 S. Main 353-8826 
248 N. Main 354-1559 
10 visits for $25 
Help Wanted 
CAMP WAYNE FOR GIRLS- North- 
east Pennsylvania (6/19-8/16/03). If 
you love children 4 want a caring, 
fun environment we need female 
staff as Directors 4 Instructors for; 
Tennis, Golf, Gymnastics, Swim- 
ming, Waterskiing, Sailing, Team 
Sports, Cheerleading, Ropes. 
Camping/Nature. Drama, Ceramics, 
Photography, Videography. Silk- 
screen. Batik, Printmaking. Sculp- 
ture, Calligraphy, Guitar, Jewelry. 
Piano. Aerobics. Martial Arts, Bak- 
ing. Other positions: Group Leaders, 
Admin is trative/Drrver, Nurses 
(RN's). On-Campus Interviews 
March 19th Apply on-line at 
1-800-279-3019 
ft There is a 1 in 5 chance that a U.S. workings? 





We're looking for help with 
stories, layout & photographers. 
Meetings will be held every Sunday 
at 6:30 pm in 
203 West Hall. ' 
You can email 
(gaveleditor2003@yahoo.com) 
or we'll see you there! 
DESIGN & 
PROSP6R W/r~" j^L 
(YOUR   CAREER   THAT   IS) ^^^ 
become a UniGraphics enson. 2 h 
according lo my calculations unigraphics is 
the logical choice to advance your graphic design career. 
the data indicates thai the experience gained 
working with clients from all reaches of the universe, 
as well as having professional work in your portfolio 
is infinitely valuable, assuming your no longer at cadet status 
and have passed review, the starficet academy 
would like to move your career ahead at warp speed, 
contact 419-372-7418 to set up an interview. 
w 
* !     1 
10 Monday, February 24.2003 WWW.BGNEWS.COM 
Help Wanted Help Wanted For Rent 
400 counselors, instructors needed! 
Coed summer camp in Pocono PA 
LohikanB0048d4321ww.lohikan.com 
Camp Counselor lor children w/ dis- 
abitities Must have strong work eth- 
ic and be interested in making a dif- 
ference in the life of a child. $7$11 
hr. 35 hrrwk. summer only. 6 sites in 
Summit County. Must enjoy outdoor 
activities. Call 800-CYO CAMP for 
an application. EOE. 
Daycare center looking for dependa- 
ble. loving, energetic teachers. Send 
resume to: 17700 Beaver Grand 
Rapids. Oh 43522. 419-832 5437 
Make $1,380 weekly gauranteed. 
Call 1-800-827-3889. 
Overnight care for 
2 teenagers, dog & cats. 
Call 372-7335 
SUMMER AND 
FULL TIME POSITIONS 
BEAUTIFUL LAKE FRONT 
V ACHTING CLUB SEEKS OUTGO- 
ING FRIENDLY TEAM PLAYERS. 








LOCKER ROOM ATTENDANTS, 
LINE COOKS PREP COOKS, 
DISHWASHERS, 
SAILCAMP COUNSELORS, 
SNACK BAR ATTENDANTS. 
INCENTIVE PROGRAM/FLEXIBLE 
HRS. EXCELLENT PAY! 
CALL NOW FOR AN INTERVIEW. 
WEDNESDAY THRU SUNDAY 
200 YACHT CLUB DR. 
ROCKY RIVER. OH 44116 




Call 353-5800 for 
COMPLETE LISTIM; 
or check the website 
v.-ww.meccabK.com 
Hillsdale Apt. I0X2 Fairview. 
1 & 2 Bdrm Apis, Dishwasher- 
Garbage Disposal. I,n Baths- 
Washer/Dryer Hook up (2 Bdrm) 
A FEW OPEN NOW 
Management Inc. 
Evergreen Apt. 215 E. Poe 
Efficiencies/1 Bdrms, Laundrj 
on sile. BGSU Bus Slop. 
A FEW OPEN NOW 
Management Inc. 
Heinzsite Apt., 710 N. Enterprise 
I Bdrm. A/C-Dishwasher- 
Garbage Disposal 
CLOSE TO CAMPUS. 
A FEW OPEN NOW 
Management Inc. 
Will do a few semester leases 
Spring and/or Fall 
at Mil Jill SI. (Willow Hun.,i 
I Bdrm. A/C, Dishwasher. 
Garbage Disposal 
Stop by our office at 
1045 Y Main St 
ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE. Don! wait. 
don't write CALL TODAY. If you 
have a great degree or creativity, 
persuasion & persistence 
DON'T DELAY, CALL TODAY. 
1-800-673-2531 
Want men willing to learn & work on 
wood floors including gym floors. 
Starting when school is out for Ihe 
summer until the middle of Aug. 
Work consists of operating equip- 
ment, including floor butters & floor 
sanding machines. Also measuring, 
laying out & painting game lines & 
ad work & applying gym door finish. 
We will thoroughly train you in all 
phases of the work. Job pays $8/hr. 
You can expect between 40 - 
50hrs/wk. Hrs. can be flexible. Must 
be punctual & reliable & willing to 
accept responsibility. Please contact 
Bob Koch 419-385-5814 or tax 
resume to 419-385-6483 
For Sale 
$500 Police Impounds! 
Carstrucks/SUV's Irom $500. 
Hondas, Chevys & more! For listings 
call 800-719-3001 ext. 4558 
Bdrm. queen sleigh bed, includes 
nightstand. chest, dresser & mirror. 
Sacrifice $675. Call 419-509-8342 
Ueri brand few   Queer- yzc pillow 
top set. lull warranty. Will sacrifice 
$179 can deliver. Call 419-392-7465 
Dining room table. 4 chairs, 
hutch & buffet. Cherry finish. 
Sell $950. Call 419-509-8342 
For Rent 
••••(New) Catty Studloa (New) 
Now leasing for 2nd semester & 
beyond to seniors & grad. students. 
Fully furnished, including 25" TV, all 
utilities. From $395<'mo. Only serious 
students apply Call 352-7365 from 
10-4. After hrs. 8 wkends 352-1520. 
"02-03 Houses avail., discounted 
prices. 916 Third St. 6-7 bdrms.. all 
new carpet 303 E. Merry 4-6 
bdrms., all new carpet, Ig covered 
porch. 211 E. Reed adding 1,2 bath, 
2 kitchens. 321 E. Merry-C 6 bdrm. 
apt., central air. 2 baths1 Please call 
353-0325 for appt. to view. 
"03-04 Apis, lor rent.Going last, all 
next to campus & in quiet areas tor 
study. Listings avail 24/7 316 E. 
Merry #3.353-0325 9am-9pm 
'03-'04 Houses & Apartments 
616 Second St. - 800 Third St. 
3 blocks off campus. Call 354-9740. 
1 S 2 bedroom apartments available 
in serene park-like setting. Includes 
appliances, heat & refurbished en- 
tries. Bowling Green Village. 419 
352-6335. 
1 female subleaser needed ASAP' 
309 High St Own bdrm. 
Call 354-2314 or 419 283-1748. 
12 moileases starting May 17. 2003: 
230 N. Enterprise #D: 
1 Br.-1 person- $410 » util. 
266 Manville: 
2 Br- 2 person- $600 * util. 
322 E.Court #4: 
1 Br.-1 person- $420 incl. all util. 
415 E. Court #A: 
1 Br   1 person- $340 ♦ util. 
415 E. Court HC: 
2 Br - 2 person- $480 ♦ util. 
605 5th St. #C: 
2 Br.- 2 person- $390 * util. 
Smith Apartment Rentals 
419-352-8917 
2 roommates needed, spacious 4 
bdrm. with game rm. w/d hookup. 
Rent $250/mo. Call Julie 
419494-9513 
3 bdrm. house, 2 bdrm. house. 
2 bdrm. apl, 3 bdrm. apt, S 
efficiency apt. All in excellent 
condition. 11 1/2 mo/leases. 
Avail. Aug. 15. 




ONE STOP FOR ALL YOUR 
HOUSING NEEDS! 
Leases available for 2003-2004 
The Daily Crossword Fix   r\Af.OD 
brought to you by    L/AVVV./ II 
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Apartments - All Sizes May & Aug. 
Reduced rent Jan. thru June 2003 
419-353-8206 Fite Rental Mgmt. 
Avail. Feb.1. 2003. 4 bdrm. house 
completely remodeled. 2 bdrm apt 
furnished. Both close to BGSU. 
Call 419-686-4651 
Avail, now. Efficiency. 11g. rm. with 
private bath. Unfurn. Grad student 
preferred. 352-5822. 
BGApts- 818/822 2nd St. 
2 BR Apts. avail. May or August 
$500 & gas ©lee. 12 mo. lease 
Smith Apt Rentals 419-352-8917 
ACROSS 
1 Casino worker 
7 Change the dialogue 
15 Room recess 
16 "View of Toledo" and "The 
Adoration" 
17 Small-minded person 
18 Computer bank 
19 Those requesting a new 
hearing 
21 German sausage 
22 Egyptian deity 
23 Elton John hit 
25 Institutes legal proceedings 
26 Serene 
28 "Grover Cleveland* 
biographer 
30 180 degrees from NNW 
31 Remove a lid 
33 Intuits 
35 Retail establishments 
37 Feature 
41 Move unsteadily 
1 Syrian capital 
2 Republican emblem 
3 Mexican resort 
4 Star State 
5 French spa of note 
6 "     and Rockin"' 
7 Hit a Mulligan 
8 Collagen cousin 
9 Bilko or Snorkel, e.g. 
10 Bird's crop 
11 Picture puzzle 
12 Highflyer of myth 
13 Rustler chasers 
14 Fly lo avoid 
20 Scrapes (by) 
24 Latin handle 
27 Trading center 
29 Hr. wifh a shrink 
32 Look furtively 
34 Petty quarrel 
36 Bounding mains 
38 Clear out 
39 Anthology colleclor 
40 Check payers 
42 Bridge framework 
43 Slips by. as time 
44 Ecclesiastical court 
46 Discord 
47 Jong and others 
48 Works of fiction 
50 Repeat from memory 
53 Data display 
55 Evil spirit 
58 Cut of meat 
60 Predicamenl 
62 Natl. TV network 
45 Relish 
46 D.C big shot 
49 Reception room 
51 Domesticated 
52 Jogger's gait 
54 In a chair 
56 Bean-counter's letters 
57 Competitor 
59 Astronaut's outfit 
61 Ships on sharp runners 
63 Pierce with a 
sharpened stake 
64 Liable to err 
65 Horn blower 
66 Indispensable qualities 
67 Penetrates 
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For Rent For Rent For Rent 
FEBRUARY. RENT SPECIAL! 
$40 'MO. off rent 2 BDR LG Apt. 2 
blocks   from   campus   A'C.   quiet, 
clean, affordable. Call 352-1104. 
03-04 APARTMENTS 
352-3445 
Female Roommale Wanted 3 bdrm. 
house close to campus. Avail in 
Aug. $250/mo. . utt, 419-352-6948 
Female subleaser needed starting 
May-Aug. 12. Month of May will be 
paid for. Call 352-9778 leave 
message lor Julie. 
Female subleaser needed May-Aug. 
for $340/mo. at Sterling. 
Call 353-7790. 
Free Aug. Rent 10 or 12 mo. lease 
236 Troup St. 3 bdrm. house avail. 
03-04 school year. SI00O per mo. 
plus util. 419-308-1405. 
Graduate subleaser needed for new 
charming Millikin Apis. 1 bdrm. for 
summer 03. Inquiries? 308-7520. 
HOMES FROM $10,000 
Foreclosures & repros For listings 
call 800-719-3001 ext. H 584 
Houses 1. 2 S 3 bdrm. apts. within 
2 blocks of campus tor 03-04 
school year. Call 352 7454 
New House, close to campus! 
835 Fifth St May lease A'C. 2 bath. 
Call 419-352-9392. 
Spacious  1  bdrm.  apt    for  subls 
Avail, immed. through Aug. 142 But- 
tonwood apt C. For more inlo call 
419-352-1684. 
Sub-leaser needed for 3 BDR house 
343 N Grove St. Aug.03-Aug04 
Call 419-353-7795 
HELP lflf ANTED 
NOW HIRING FOR FALL 2003 SEMESTER 
BG NEWS PRODUCTION ASSISTANTS 
s 
Fox Run * New Carpet • 
Haven House Manor • Newly Remodeled 
Blrchwood • Remodeled Underway • 
Mini Mall • Small Buildings 
Storage' Houses 
www.prelerredpropertiesco.com 
530 Maple • 352-9378 
Mon-Fri. 8-12.1-4:30 
We are currently seeking Graphic Design 
& VCT majors interested in positions 
involving the digital set-up and file 
transfer of the daily campus newspaper. 
Computer Production Positions 
SHIFTS AVAILABLE 
rualifications 
• MUST BE PROFICIENT IN: 
QuarkXPress. Photoshop, 
and Illustrator (or Mat. 
PDF knowledge/background 
a plus. 
• Understanding of: design; 
type styles & usage; import- 
ing graphics & photos; and 
scanning techniques. 
•Late-Night Positions 
10pm - 2am 
Sun thru Thurs 
If interested. Call 372-2494 
between the hours of 3 pm & 12 Midnight. 
If no answer, please leave a message and your call will be returned ASAP. 
■ Need good attitude in 
handling deadlines and 
pressure-oriented situations 
• Must have an eye for detail 
and the ability to proofread 
carefully. 
UN%*/*INGBELHVE^BLE 
(THE   BLOODY   OPPORTUNITY   YOU   KTDS   HA.VE) 
become a UnlGraphics inlem man. 
lhal damn unigraphics is a #@!%ing real a$$ design firm 
located right here on the bloody campus. 
it's your best chance to get r-r-r-real world experience 
outside of the classroom man. you work with real @#$%ing clients 
on a @#$%ing daily basis and gel your @#$%ing work professionally printed, 
and that's all there is to it. if you passed the bloody design review, 
then now all you have to do is call em at 419-372-7418 
and set up a friggin' interview. 
SHARON!! t-t-t-tell em its the best damn thing they could do. 
